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ABSTRACT 

In modern tracking systems the ability to obtain high quality, high resolution appearance of the tracked target is often 

highly desirable. However, the reality of operational deployment often means that imaging systems deployed for this task 

suffer from limitations reducing effective image quality. These limitations can be attributed to a range of causes such as 

low quality video sensors, system noise, high target dynamics and other environmental noise factors. Despite the 

advantages of the super-resolution techniques the problem of handling complex motion still remains a challenging task 

for the effective super-resolution implementation. The computational complexity and large memory requirements 

required for the implementation of super-resolution imaging largely restrict the usage of these techniques in real-time 

hardware implementations. In order to improve visual quality of the tracked target and overcome these limitations, we 

propose a simple yet effective solution that integrates a super-resolution imaging approach based on combination of the 

Sum of the Absolut Differences (SAD) and gradient-descent motion estimation techniques into a novel tracking 

approach.  In addition, the proposed approach demonstrates robustness in improved target appearance modeling that 

assists the overall tracking system. The presented results demonstrate this significant improvement in visual target 

representation whilst tracking over high dynamic scenes.  

The implementation simplicity of the proposed approach makes it an attractive solution for realization on low power 

hardware. Such a system can be deployed on small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) or other hardware where size, 

weight and power (SWaP) is of a particular concern. 

Keywords: Image super-resolution, image enhancement, image stabilization, image registration, correlation maps, 

template matching, target tracking.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Image super-resolution is a desirable feature for many video and image processing applications. Super-resolution 

algorithms typically require a significant number of target samples and computational resource. These limitations make 

them impractical for many real time applications. As a result, super-resolution algorithms are most commonly performed 

offline with a significant amount of human interaction [6].  

The super resolution principles using sub-pixel shifted images have been established for decades [1] [2]. However, 

implementational challenges, stemming from computational resource requirements as well as algorithmic reliability, still 

prevent such techniques from becoming commonplace. The prevalent approach for constructing such high resolution 

(super-resolved) images from an observed series of low resolution video frames is based on motion analysis of multiple 

lower resolution frames. This technique relies on precise sub-pixel motion estimation and usually fails if there is 

significant localized motion within the scene. Super-resolved image recovery of moving targets, as proposed here, has 

numerous applications in aerial imaging [13], [14], multi-modal image analysis [15], [16] and the wider automated 

surveillance domain [17], [18]. Here we specifically concentrate on illustrative application examples from the marine 

and aerial surveillance domains [19]. 
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Super-resolution makes use of multiple scene or target samples to construct a high resolution (super-sampled) version of 

a given scene/target from multiple low-resolution or low-quality input images. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1 for 

a series of such low resolution, low quality video frames. 
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Figure 1: The process of constructing super-resolution frames from a sequential set of low resolution images. Top row I1.. 

I6 illustrates the set of low resolution images. The super-resolved result depicted at the bottom row and denote as S1, S2.  

 

In this paper we introduce a novel approach that integrates a super-resolution imaging framework proposed by Hardie et 

al [9]  in to a tracking system in order to improve visual quality of the tracked target and assist the tracking system by 

robustly maintaining target representation. The novelty of the proposed approach lies in the combination of Sum of the 

Absolute Differences (SAD) and gradient-descent motion estimation techniques integrated into the tracker system whilst 

also offering a novel super-resolution pipeline. This assists the tracking system with distinctive advantages over prior 

work in the field [6], [18]. Notably, this technique effectively integrates the image super-resolution framework into the 

tracking system as well as robustly enhancing the core tracking components, which differs significantly from 

contemporary approaches [6].       

The overview of the tracking system that used in our work described in Section 2. Our main concept of super-resolution 

image framework is introduced in Section 3 whilst Section 4 further outlines the proposed improved super-resolution 

assisted tracking approach. Here we will show the advantage of incorporating super-resolution technique into the tracker 

framework.   Furthermore, we highlight the main concepts of the proposed image super-resolution algorithm that results 

from this framework with results shown over a variety of environmental conditions (Section 5). We present a number of 

strong conclusions and additionally suggest avenues for future work (Section 6).   

 

2. IMAGE SUPER-RESOLUTION  

Image super-resolution techniques have been studied for an extensive period of time. The work done by Tsai/Hung [2], 

and subsequently by others [5], [6], [7], pointed out that there are two main factors that limit image resolution:  

1)  Image sensors – limit the spatial resolution of the image; 

2) Front-end optics – limit frequency response and produce unknown lens blur associated with the sensor point 

spread function (PSF).  

It is evident that the image resolution can be enhanced by improving one of the factors mentioned above (image sensors 

and/or front-end optics). Usually, technological difficulties and the system cost make high resolution image-processing 

systems challenging to implement. Most of the time, such systems use alternative post-processing techniques for 

improving image resolution. One of the most common techniques is super-resolution [6].    
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Super-resolution techniques commonly construct high-resolution images from several observed low-resolution images, 

but there are several approaches for the creation of a super-resolved image from a single low resolution image based on 

prior information [6]. This paper focuses on a multi-frame super-resolution reconstruction technique that does not inject 

a priori information into the process. Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of the processes involved in the super-

resolution technique. The set of low resolution images are effectively registered with sub-pixel accuracy and then are 

remapped into a high resolution grid.  

 

Figure 2:  The top level overview of the super-resolution technique using sub-pixel image registration. 

 

One of the important factors that affect super-resolution reconstruction using a set of low resolution images is the low 

resolution images must contain non-redundant information [6], [2]. This is typically achieved by sub-pixel frame-to-

frame motion registration.  

Most commonly super-resolution is modeled as follows: 
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where Yk is a k-th observed low resolution image; X denotes high resolution image; Dk represents a down-sampling 

operator [24]; Hk represents an optical blurring effect; Fk represents the image geometrical transformation and Vk is noise 

for the k-th frame respectively. Despite the trivial mathematical representation, it is observed that the sequence of the 

frames/images is represented using the linear system of equations as follows: 
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This linear system of equations shows a very important aspect that affects the super-resolution (SR) reconstruction 

technique. The term X must be unchanged during the SR reconstruction cycle. It means that this representation is only 

valid if the term X is a subject to global transformations of Dk,Hk,Fk (down-sampling, blurring and geometric 

transformation). Any local motions (objects) that disagree with the global motion of the entire picture will not fit in the 

model described in Equation 2. In the real imaging system terms Dk,Hk,Fk are mostly unknown and need to be estimated 

directly from the low resolution images. Subsequently, the direct solution of the linear system of equations (Eq. 2) is not 

applicable due to ill-condition of the system. As a result, prior regularization knowledge for the high resolution is 

essential [2], [3].  

For the implementation of the super resolution algorithm we use an approach proposed by Hardie et al [9]. The main 

advantage of this super-resolution approach is that this technique does not require a lot of computational and memory 

resource, which makes it very attractive in many practical systems.  Hardie et al [9] proposed an idea of using a fast 

Adaptive Weiner Filter (AWF) integrated to the SR algorithm. This work [9] described the “blur-then-warp” observation 

model, as a non-uniform interpolation, followed by a uniform sampling with the de-blurring restoration process 

performed on the final super-resolved image. The non-uniform interpolation and restoration processes are performed in 

one step using a weighted sum operation within the sliding rectangular window. The algorithm based on the “blur-then-

warp” observation model is illustrated in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Blur-then-warp observation model. Yk is a k-th observed Low Resolution image; X denotes High Resolution 

image; Dk is the down-sampling operator; Hk represents optical blurring effect; Fk shows image geometrical 

transformation; and Vk is noise for the k-th frame respectively. 

 

Assuming that the optical distortion of the system is spatial invariant and identical for all low resolution images the 

common super-resolution workflow would be: Low resolution image registration, Non-uniform interpolation, De-

blurring and noise removal. In this work we used the gradient descent technique described in [3] for the sub-pixel 

motion estimation. This approach allows registering images with large degrees of freedom. The main drawback of this 

approach is that its initial calculation position must be close to the final solution. This problem is mainly dictated by the 

gradient descent algorithm being prone to finding wrong local solution. Therefore, this technique is unreliable with large 

object frame to frame motion, and, especially, if the object size is small or corrupted by image noise. In order to 

overcome these limitations we used the Sum of the Absolute Differences (SAD) technique [4] to pre-calculate large 

object displacement. Subsequently, we applied the gradient descent approach for a more precise image registration. 

Following the image registration, it is remapped to the high resolution grid as outlined previously in Figure 2. If two or 

more mapped low resolution samples are positioned in the same place in the high resolution grid, they are averaged. The 

amount of the high resolution grid population depends on the number of processed low resolution frames and their 

relative motion. Figure 4 shows the process of filling the high resolution grid with registered image samples. Each time 

when a new frame arrives, it is registered with the reference frame and re-projected into common high resolution grid.  It 

is important to note, if no motion between low-resolution frames occurred, all samples will be placed in the exactly 

identical place in the high resolution grid, therefore, making it impossible to construct super-resolution images. 
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Figure 4:  Concept of the super-resolution reconstruction technique. Video footage obtained from the video-sharing 

website YouTube by LordZearo (2010) [11]. 

 

Illustrative result using this technique is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 illustrates the results obtained under well controlled 

scenarios where data was generated using “EIA resolution chart 1956” [12]. Using the EIA resolution chart a generated 

set of ten low resolution images was obtained using a digital camera. During this experiment the camera was randomly 

shifted in order to create a motion that is necessary for the super-resolution reconstruction process. The results shown in 

Figure 5 illustrate the comparisons between original low resolution original image (Figure 5 a), original 2x bilinear 

interpolated (Figure 5 b), an averaged version using ten registered images (Figure 5 c), and the result obtained by our 

chosen the super-resolution approach [9] (Figure 5 d). 
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                                                                  (c)                                                                    (d) 

Figure 5: EIA RESOLUTION CHART 1956 original low resolution image (a), original 2x bilinear interpolated (b), 

original 2x bilinear interpolated and averaged using ten registered images (c) and super-resolved image (d). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

3. SUPER-RESOLUTION ENHANCED TRACKING SYSTEM 

We integrated our proposed super-resolution framework described in (Section 2) into the tracking system using a simple 

yet effective block matching correlation algorithm based on the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), to recover in scene 

motion. Major advantages of the block-matching approach include its direct matching nature, that simplifies the tracking 

prediction filtering mechanism, and the computational efficiency makes it suitable for the implementation on low 

powered devices. Conversely, such block-matching techniques suffer from poor performance when dealing with non-

rigid shapes [6] and also with the existence of repetitive scene background patterns as multiple possible solutions to the 

SAD determination. Figure 7 depicts the top level block diagram of the tracking system with the integrated super-

resolution framework used in our work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  Tracking system with integrated super-resolution - top level block diagram. 

Here the initial position of the target (initialized by the operator) is accepted as a reference image and initializes the 

target reference image (Section 3.2). The following SAD-based correlation approach (Section 3.1) is used to perform a 

full search over a limited search window (usually a few pixels around the target location). Based on a gradient-descent 

approach [3], sub-pixel motion registration is performed on the extracted target reference. This effectively compensates 

the motion according to the position in the live image. Information provided by the sub-pixel motion registration block is 

also used in our developed super-resolution framework in order to align the low resolution representation of the target. 

Subsequently, the registered result is up-sampled and placed into the up-sampled grid by the super-resolution algorithm 

framework (Section 2). At the same time the target reference is updated by the motion compensated target appearance 

estimated by the gradient-descent technique. The final stage updates the target location results reported by the (SAD) and 

sub-pixel motion registration.                

 

3.1 Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) Motion Estimation 

The Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) is well established within image processing literature [4]. This approach 

essentially measures similarity between image blocks by taking an absolute difference between every pixel in the 

reference block, R, and a corresponding pixel in the current image, I. The differences are summed producing a so-called 

correlation surface with the maximum value accepted as best matching position in image I for reference block R. As 

shown in Equation 3: 
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Where: Cr is the result of the SAD operation, i.e. correlation value, R is a reference patch, I is processed image patch, w 

is the target/reference domain and finally i and j specify the indices over that search surface, where block matching is 

performed. 

3.2 Target Reference Update 

The target model update is most commonly performed as a weighted average of the target appearance extracted every 

frame [8]. Here this approach is implemented using an alpha-weighted update between subsequent frames. 
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where: F – is an alpha filter result,   – update coefficient, I – video frame. 

During the initialization phase (Figure 6) the initial position of the target is accepted for the reference. This allows 

accepting the first incoming reference as is without incremental update. Subsequently the alpha parameter (Eq 4) is then 

reconfigured to facilitate slow incremental update. In general a parameter of alpha equals {0.1 and 0.025} range and 

mainly depend on target dynamics.  

During the experiments it has been found that faster alpha update can lead to reference sliding, whereas slower alpha 

update can lead to a completely unusable blurred reference. In order to improve the quality of the generated reference, 

we applied the gradient-descent technique [3] for the sub-pixel motion estimation. This approach allows estimating 

affine or full projective transformation between the reference It-1 and a live image It (Eq. 4) and, therefore, compensating 

motion before a new reference is passed to the alpha-filter as follows:  

 

                                                              (5) 

where: F – is an alpha filter result,   – update coefficient,  I – video frame and W – is a motion parameters estimated by 

the gradient descent motion estimation algorithm [3]. 

The result is then processed through the reference update process where the final appearance of the target reference is 

formed. Figure 7 depicts the live raw image (a), the result obtained from the alpha filter without motion compensation 

(b) and the result with motion compensation (c). The blurred image shown in Figure 7 (b) occurred due to the fact that 

the images were not properly allied (motion compensated) prior being processed by the alpha-filter. Therefore, this 

resulted in the accumulative blurred image. By contrast, the motion compensated accumulative result in Figure 7 (c) is 

free from the blurring artifacts.      
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Figure 7:  Reference update results. The live raw image (a), the averaged reference without motion compensation (b) and 

motion compensated reference (c).  
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Over a series of experiments we examined the robustness of the proposed approach of the super-resolution and applied it 

to the moving target. The full algorithm implementation was realized in the Matlab in order to determine its 

performance. In our experiments we used uncompressed video sources obtained from [10]. The main goal for the 

conducted experiments was to reliably track the object through a sequence of the video frames and at the same time to 

produce a super-resolved image of the tracked object. The first experiment shown in Figure 8 illustrates the super-

resolution results while tracking the boat. In this experiment 22 sequential frames were processed by the Hardie et al 

super-resolution technique [9] and formed a 4x super-resoled image. Figure 8 (a), (b) and (c) shows the 100
th

, 200
th

 and 

230
th

 raw video frames. The frames in Figure 8 (a), (b) and (c) were 4x bilinear up-sampled in order to visually compare 

them to the 4x super-resolution output. Figure 8 (d), (e) and (f) respectively depict the super-resolved results for the 

frames 100, 200 and 230. The cropped section of the boat shown in Figure 8 (g) and (h) shows the raw frame and the 

super-resolved result.   

(a)                                                        (b)                                                         (c) 
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                                            (g)                                                                                            (h) 

Figure 8:  4x bilinear interpolated raw video frames shown in (a), (b) and (c). Super-resolved output presented in (d), (e), 

(f). The cropped raw video frame depicted in (g) and cropped super-resolved image presented in (h).  

 



 

 
 

 

The next experiment shown in Figure 9 demonstrates the results of the algorithm applied to a moving ship. The super-             

resolution result was generated using 65 consecutive low resolution frames. The output of the super-resolved image is set 

to be 4x of the original low resolution video frame. Figure 9 (a) shows the 4x bilinear interpolated low resolution frame, 

Figure 9 (b) depicts the super-resolved result and the corresponding cropped section shown in Figure (c) and (d) 

respectively.      

                                                                                             (a) 
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                           (c)                                                                            (d) 

Figure 9:  4x bilinear interpolated image (a), super-resolved result (b) and corresponding cropped section (c) and (d). 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we presented a novel framework where a super-resolution technique developed by Hardie at al [9] was 

integrated into the tracking system. This approach significantly improves the overall robustness of the tracking system by 

reliably maintaining the target appearance under large transformation degrees.  In order to improve the image registration 

process, we propose a simple yet effective solution that integrates a super-resolution imaging approach based on the 

combination of the Sum of the Absolut Differences (SAD) and gradient-descent motion estimation techniques [3] into a 

novel tracking approach.  The presented results demonstrate this significant improvement in visual target representation 

whilst tracking over high dynamic scenes. The proposed technique also shows an attractive solution for realization on 



 

 
 

 

low power hardware. The work we presented here differs from the approach developed by Hardie at al [9] as it primarily 

designed to work and assist the tracking system whilst it is tracking the target.         

 

The future work will be dedicated to atmospheric turbulence distortion removals which significantly degrade the 

performance of the super-resolution framework described in this paper. Future work will also investigate the use of 

super-resolution within a real-time stereo sensing context [20], [21], for future video mosaicking [22] and for the 

derivation of cross-spectral super-resolved scene mapping [23]. 
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